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1. Introduction 1 

The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (the “Corporation” or “NTPC”) received written 2 

argument in these compliance proceedings on April 30, 2018 on behalf of: 3 

● the City of Yellowknife and the Town of Hay River ( the “YK/HR Argument”);  4 

● the Towns of Inuvik and Norman Wells and the Village of Fort Simpson (“TGC 5 

Argument”); and 6 

● Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited and Northland Utilities (Yellowknife) Limited 7 

(the “NUL Argument”). 8 

The Corporation has organized its Reply Argument with reference to the appropriate headings 9 

used in the arguments filed by the interveners and, where applicable, the Corporation.   10 

While the TGC Argument addresses the Phase I Compliance Filing, the Review and Variance 11 

Application and, in a more limited way, the Phase II Compliance Filing, the Corporation notes that 12 

the other interveners filed more limited replies.  The NUL Argument addresses the Corporation’s 13 

Review and Variance Argument only while the YK/HR Argument concerns the Corporation’s 14 

response to Directive 18 of Decision 16-2017.  Accordingly, for ease of reference, the Corporation 15 

has combined its Reply Argument on all of the Phase I, the Phase II and Review and Variance 16 

Arguments into this single document.   17 

Terms and phrases defined in NTPC’s primary written Argument have the same meaning in this 18 

Reply Argument unless otherwise specified herein.   19 

The Corporation has attempted to address the issues raised by the intervenors in their respective 20 

written arguments.  To the extent that the Corporation does not expressly reply to an issue raised 21 

or position taken by any of the intervenors, the Corporation should not be deemed to agree with or 22 

consent to the intervenors’ position.   23 

2. Phase I Compliance Filing  24 

(a) Revisions to the MFR Filings are for Another Proceeding 25 

The TGC once again takes issue with NTPC’s practice of complying with the MFR in its filings.  26 

However, the TGC’s complaints about the MFR requirements are for a different proceeding at a 27 

different time.      28 

At paragraph 5 of its Argument, the TGC complains about the common costs information 29 

provided.  The TGC complains that NTPC only provided detailed account level information as 30 

part of a response to an IR and asserts that NTPC should have provided this detailed account level 31 

information as part of its Compliance Filing.  The TGC attacks NTPC’s “approach” of complying 32 

with the MFR as resulting in an inefficient review process.     33 

But the TGC’s real complaint appears to be that NTPC will not agree to unilaterally change the 34 

MFR requirements for future GRA filings. In support the TGC, at paragraph 8, relies upon a Board 35 
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ruling from the Phase I GRA Proceeding wherein the Board directed NTPC to provide additional 1 

information in response to an IR.  With respect, the TGC’s reliance on that Board ruling misses 2 

the point.  The Board confirmed in that ruling that “information requests that are in question due 3 

to the strict application of the parameters in the MFR decision, must be assessed and evaluated in 4 

light of whether the information is relevant and necessary…”  The Board did not determine that 5 

the MFR parameters should be revised on a go forward basis to address any additional information 6 

that an intervener may seek.  The Board concluded that information requests must be assessed in 7 

light of materiality and relevance, not just measured against the MFR.   8 

In the case of the overhead information that the TGC requested, the Corporation filed its Phase I 9 

Compliance Filing in accordance with the MFR.  When the TGC requested the additional 10 

information in an IR, the Corporation provided that information. 11 

The TGC continues its attempts to erode the MFR in a piece meal fashion. However, the TGC was 12 

part of the MFR process.  It is fully aware that the Board approved an MFR process that included 13 

a review in 5 years.1 The Corporation has repeatedly stated, if there are concerns that the standard 14 

set of documents required to be filed by the utilities in the NWT are not sufficient, then the MFR 15 

review is the appropriate process to assess those concerns.  It is not appropriate to address those 16 

concerns in a one off piece meal fashion in individual proceedings involving only one of the 17 

affected utilities. Further, as with the original MFR process, any increased MFR reporting 18 

requirements must be balanced in light of the size of the utilities involved, the value added to the 19 

process and the resulting additional regulatory costs to customers.   To do otherwise would defeat 20 

the goal of the MFR process.    21 

(b) NTPC’s Approach to Overhead Costs is Reasonable and Transparent 22 

With respect to overhead costs, the TGC again suggests an expansion of the MFR for future GRA 23 

filings. As described above, NTPC remains firmly of the view that the MFR review process is the 24 

appropriate forum for the TGC’s suggestions.    25 

Regarding the TGC’s specific complaint about overhead costs and the alleged lack of evidence to 26 

support NTPC’s salaries allocated to capital, NTPC reiterates that the amount charged to capital 27 

through the direct to overhead, indirect to overhead or direct to capital will change year over year 28 

and by project. As noted in the Phase I Compliance Filing: 29 

Please refer to Line 17 of the attachment which shows that salaries 30 

comprised 88% of the total overhead amounts in 2013/14 and this is 31 

consistent with the forecast for the Test Years. This percentage will 32 

fluctuate in each year as salaries are coded to the overhead pool 33 

using the indirect or direct method (Method A or C as per the 34 

schedule) or time is coded directly to capital projects.235 

1 Decision 13-2014, p. 7. 
2 Phase I Compliance Filing, Directive 11, page 2, pdf 14. 
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NTPC confirms that the individual percentage year over year from the methods of adding salary 1 

dollars to capital projects will vary year over year.  However, overall 20% was determined to be 2 

the reasonable level based upon historical costs and accordingly, was used in the current filing.   3 

Although the TGC complains of a lack of transparency or “audit trail” at para. 22, in fact, Schedule 4 

11.6 has the overhead percentage and this percentage is made up of all the indirect and direct costs 5 

that are included in the overhead account. Further as explained in NTPC.BR-14, this percentage 6 

will change due to the size of the capital program and the costs added to the overhead account. The 7 

percentage is visible as shown in Schedule 11.6 and provides the transparency to interveners who 8 

can then ask further questions, exactly as has occurred in this proceeding.   9 

(c) NTPC has Complied with Directive 5 10 

The TGC argues that NTPC failed to comply with Directive 5 of Decision 16-2017 because it has 11 

proposed a two tier approach to risk registers and contingency. The TGC appears to interpret 12 

Directive 5 as directing NTPC to use a formal risk register for all projects regardless of size.   13 

NTPC views that as overreaching.  To be clear, the Board did not direct NTPC to implement a 14 

formal risk register for all projects.  The Board’s direction was that NTPC was to reflect in its 15 

capital planning process document that the contingency reserve for projects:  16 

• should reflect an assessment of the specific risks of a project (including the use of a risk 17 

register mechanism); and  18 

• should reflect a contingency reserve level that is reflective of the diversity adjusted net 19 

expected value of such risk. 20 

The appropriate level for use of a risk register was a topic of discussion during the oral hearing 21 

with the TGC’s own consultant confirming that a level of $.400 million may be a little low.322 

Despite this, the TGC now suggests that a formal risk register is necessary for any size project 23 

seemingly even those under $0.400 million. This would impose a regulatory burden and additional 24 

costs ultimately borne by customers, wholly disproportional to any benefits to be obtained.   25 

NTPC has complied with the Board’s Directive 5.  NTPC confirmed that it would comply by using 26 

a two tier contingency approach which includes the use of a risk register mechanism.  NTPC has 27 

committed to the use of a risk register for all projects with a value over $5 million. This limit was 28 

determined to be appropriate in light of the ultimate cost to customers of implementing this type 29 

of system, and the benefit that NTPC anticipates will result from the type of risk registry system. 30 

However, risk registers are not the only way to determine contingency reserve levels.   31 

The vast majority of NTPC’s projects fall within the range of $0.400 million to $5 million.  For 32 

these projects, contingency will be assessed using professional judgement by NTPC on a case by 33 

case basis, in light of the specific project risks. This case by case review will also ensure that 34 

potential risk mitigation measures are considered and factored into the contingency reserve level.  35 

Employing this approach does not reflect any lack of internal controls.  Rather NTPC believes this 36 

reflects exactly the right balance of internal controls to achieve the PUB’s substantive objectives 37 

3 Phase I GRA, Transcripts Vol. III, p. 524, line 15 to p. 525, line 2.  
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in Directive 5 with economically responsible consequences to customers. NTPC’s proposed two 1 

tiered contingency approach addresses the PUB’s substantive concerns and results in appropriate 2 

value for customers when balanced against inherent costs.  3 

NTPC rejects the assertion that its contingency is a black box approach and clarifies that not all its 4 

capital projects have the same contingency allowance of 30%.  Set out below are the actual 5 

contingency amounts set for the capital projects included in the GRA Application for the Test 6 

Years with a capital cost greater than $0.400 million. 47 

8 

4 Phase I GRA Application, Appendix B, pdf 328–540; Appendix D, pdf 579-591; Appendix E, pdf 593-599; and 
Appendix F, pdf 602-13.  
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It is apparent from the above list that NTPC does not simply default to a 30% contingency rate.  1 

Rather, the majority of the projects use a rate other than 30%.   2 

NTPC notes that the AUC Decision 2014-283 referred to by the TGC at para. 16 involved a deferral 3 

account application by ATCO which included additions of over $500M. Further, Mr. Merani 4 

confirmed during the oral hearing that he was not aware of any utilities comparable to the size of 5 

NTPC that use a formal detailed risk register to quantify capital budget contingency allowances.56 

NTPC remains firmly of the view that the use of risk registers for all projects of a $0.400 million 7 

dollar value and higher does not reflect an appropriate risk management tool for a utility the size 8 

of NTPC6 and more importantly is not necessary to achieve the objectives set by the PUB.  Indeed 9 

despite its argument at paragraphs 12-16, even the TGC appears to acknowledge some form of 10 

materiality limit on the use of risk registers when it recommends that NTPC be directed to employ 11 

a risk register process “for all major capital projects [emphasis added]”.712 

NTPC submits that this is exactly what it is proposing in its response to Directive 5.  All capital 13 

projects over $5M will include the use of formal risk registers.  This $5M limit is the same level 14 

set by the PUA for the filing of capital project permit applications.8  For projects between $0.400M 15 

and $5M, contingency will be assessed by NTPC on a case by case basis, in light of the specific 16 

project risks. This case by case review will also ensure that potential risk mitigation measures are 17 

considered and factored into the contingency reserve level.  NTPC submits that its proposed 18 

treatment of contingency fully complies with the Board’s Directive 5.  NTPC’s proposed two tiered 19 

contingency approach addresses the PUB’s substantive concerns and results in appropriate value 20 

for customers when balanced against inherent costs.  21 

3. The Review and Variance Application 22 

(a) The Snare Diesel Generation Forecast was Assessed against an Incorrect 23 

Standard. 24 

NTPC has already addressed the bulk of the points raised by the interveners in its primary 25 

Argument filed in support of the Review and Variance Application.  NTPC will not repeat those 26 

submissions here and will only address certain selective points. 27 

The TGC suggests that the Board’s measurement of the Snare Diesel generation forecast against 28 

an “optimum” standard in and of itself does not make the final rates unjust or unreasonable.9  The 29 

TGC’s assertion ignores however the fact that final rates which are built upon a flawed foundation 30 

cannot be anything but flawed.   31 

Further, the TGC’s own argument demonstrates the flaw NTPC highlights in its R&V Application 32 

and Argument.  The TGC at paragraph 32 states that “the Board is well within its rights to 33 

determine any component of a utility’s revenue requirement based on its assessment of what is 34 

reasonable under the circumstances [emphasis added].”  NTPC agrees with this statement.  35 

5 Phase I Transcripts, Vol. II, p. 523, ll. 11-16. 
6 Phase I GRA, Ex. 47, NTPC Rebuttal, pdf p. 14, A14.  
7 TGC Argument, para. 17. 
8 PUA, s. 54(1). 
9 TGC Argument, para. 32. 
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However therein lies the crux of NTPC’s complaint.  The Board rejected NTPC’s Snare diesel 1 

generation forecast not “based on its assessment of what [was] reasonable under the 2 

circumstances” but because it determined the Snare diesel generation forecast was not “optimum”.  3 

As the TGC’s own argument demonstrates, that is plainly and obviously not the appropriate 4 

standard against which to assess the generation forecast.  This was an error.     5 

The TGC reinforces the error of the Board’s ways at paragraph 33 arguing:   6 

“The TGC interprets the Board’s Decision to be saying that NTPC did not convince the Board that 7 

the generation mix was a reasonable forecast based on the evidence [emphasis added].”   8 

With respect that is exactly what did not happen. The Board’s words are clear.  It said “there is 9 

insufficient evidence from NTPC to demonstrate that the average level of 5 GWh is the optimum 10 

level under normal hydro operating conditions.”10  If the Board meant reasonable then it would 11 

have said so.  It did not.  Rather it said it was not convinced the forecast put forward was the 12 

“optimum” level.  As the TGC’s own argument acknowledges, that is not the burden that NTPC 13 

was required to meet. 14 

NTPC provided significant evidence that its forecast was reasonable.  Despite NUL’s assertions 15 

to the contrary, NTPC outlined in its primary Argument (see paragraphs 38-53), the vast body of 16 

evidence it put forth to support its 5 GWh Snare diesel forecast.  In addition, it confirmed and 17 

clarified the alleged “unavailable” data that NUL complained of in its IRs and complains about 18 

again in its Argument.11  Further, NTPC notes that while the burden remains with it to proof its 19 

case, the Board should be reluctant to dismiss the Corporation’s evidence when no contrary 20 

evidence has been proffered and the Corporation’s evidence as to the reasonable level of Snare 21 

diesel generation remains unchallenged.  22 

(b) Directive 18 is Prejudicial to Certain Zones 23 

NTPC is concerned with the NUL assertion that because NTPC is able to recover its actual fuel 24 

costs for the Snare zone and “not harmed by the Directive”12, NUL is “unclear why NTPC believes 25 

the Directive is not just and reasonable.”13  As described above, that is not the test. But more 26 

importantly, NTPC has described the negative effects that the Board’s determination will have on 27 

customers.  Regardless of the fact that the Corporation may not ultimately suffer harm, NTPC 28 

believes as a public utility it has a statutory obligation and indeed a responsibility, to ensure that 29 

its customers are treated fairly across Zones. 30 

As NTPC outlined in its primary Argument, the Board’s approach results in undesirable 31 

asymmetrical risk to the various zones.14  It is prejudicial to the Thermal zone and to the Taltson 32 

zone, in that these customers will be exposed to an asymmetrical risk profile related to fuel used 33 

on Snare. If diesel generation ends up at exactly the 5 GWh level that is forecast, the customer 34 

groups will be treated equally. However, under NTPC’s GRA proposal, if diesel generation varies 35 

from the expected level (5 GWh/year), customers on all zones share equally in the costs of diesel 36 

10 Decision 16-2017, para. 210. 
11 NUL Argument, paras. 15-17. 
12 NUL Argument, para. 5. 
13 NUL Argument, para. 5. 
14 Phase I Compliance, IR Responses, BR.NTPC-1(a) pdf 3-5. 
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increases (through charges to the shared stabilization fund, shared in proportion to each zone’s 1 

load) and diesel decreases (through credits to the shared stabilization fund, also shared in 2 

proportion to each zone’s load).15
3 

In contrast, under the Board’s approach, the same equal sharing occurs if diesel varies upwards 4 

from the 5 GWh level, but if the diesel varies downwards, all savings accrue to the Snare zone 5 

only, through reduced charges in the Snare-only component of the Stabilization Fund.16
6 

Finally, the Corporation will be required to impose a Snare zone specific rider which on the basis 7 

of forecast for diesel use (and already known diesel use from April 2016 to present), would be 8 

implemented now and would not be expected to be removed before the next GRA.  9 

Regardless of whether the Corporation will be harmed or not, the Board’s error results in 10 

significant negative impacts to the Corporation’s customers that must be corrected.    11 

(c) Clarification of TPSP Impacts 12 

The TGC’s statement at paragraph 36 that “…the 2018/19 rates for Yellowknife would be 13 

increased by $0.712M compared to the 1.2 GWh of generation” is not correct (emphasis added). 14 

The revenue requirement for the Snare zone is higher under the 5 GWh proposal by approximately 15 

that amount. However, the rate design would be adjusted for many customers, not just those in the 16 

Snare zone. As noted in the Corporation’s response to directive 3 in the Phase II compliance filing, 17 

changing the average revenue requirement affects the application of the rate caps as well as the 18 

average rate increases required for customers not subject to the cap. Therefore the effect on rates 19 

in the 5 GWh scenario compared to the 1.2 GWh scenario is generally somewhat higher rates for 20 

many customers, not just in the Snare zone. This also minimizes any effect on the TPSP reference 21 

rate. 22 

The TGC Argument at paragraph 37 also ignores the impact of rate riders on the TPSP program. 23 

As noted above, under the 1.2 GWh proposal, currently and at least until the next GRA, there 24 

would be a collection rider in the Snare zone. This rider would also raise the TPSP rate, and 25 

therefore increase the bills paid by TPSP-eligible customers in the Thermal zone.   26 

As the Corporation noted in its response to BR.NTPC-2, the Board’s proposal results in an 27 

asymmetrical allocation of risk to customers. The TGC Argument misinterprets the effect of the 28 

Board’s proposal on rates for customers in the Snare zone and ignores the impact of rate riders on 29 

the TPSP.   30 

4. Phase I and II Compliance Schedules  31 

Both YK/HR and the TGC object to NTPC’s approach on Directive 18 whereby NTPC provided 32 

its compliance schedules for Phase I and Phase II based upon a 5 GWh forecast for Snare diesel 33 

generation as opposed to the 1.2 GWh that NTPC states the Board erroneously set in December 34 

16-2017.  35 

15 Phase I Compliance, IR Responses, BR.NTPC-2(a) and (b), pdf 10-12. 
16 Phase I Compliance, IR Responses, BR.NTPC-2(a) and (b), pdf 10-12. 
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With respect to the Phase II Compliance Filing, the TGC confirms that aside from this issue, the 1 

TGC “does not object to the proposed rate design and revenue to cost ratios.”17  Similarly, YK/HR 2 

confirmed that “with the exception of NTPC’s approach to Directive 18…,” it has “no other 3 

concerns or objections to the applications as filed.”18
4 

YK/HR states at paragraphs 3 through 5 of their argument that in their interrogatory YK/HR-5 5 

they requested versions of the compliance filings using 1.2 GWh of diesel generation in the Snare 6 

zone as well as the supporting calculations. YK/HR notes that the Corporation’s response provided 7 

only updated versions of the Phase I compliance filing schedules and the Corporation should have 8 

provided the Phase II schedules as well. 9 

The Corporation notes that its Phase I and Phase II compliance filings were provided under 10 

separate covers and as separate packages. YK/HR.NTPC-5 stated the topic of the questions was 11 

“Phase I Directive 18” and provided a reference to “Attachment A, Directive 18: Cover letter to 12 

Phase I compliance filing”. On that basis, the Corporation interpreted YK/HR’s request to relate 13 

to the Phase I compliance filing and not the Phase II filing.  14 

The Corporation notes that the Phase I schedules provided in the response to YK/HR-5 show the 15 

Snare zone 2018/19 net revenue requirement with the 1.2 GWh of diesel generation at 40.734 16 

million (row 39 of schedule 3.1.3). This compares to the Snare zone 2018/19 net revenue 17 

requirement included in the Phase I compliance filing of $41.430 million. Lowering the diesel 18 

generation in the Snare zone reduces the revenue requirement for the Snare zone by approximately 19 

1.7 percent.19
20 

However, for rate design purposes, the lower revenue requirement would affect the average rate 21 

increases for all customers as well as the reference levels for the rate caps. Therefore the effect on 22 

proposed rates for Snare zone customers would be considerably smaller than the reduction in zone 23 

revenue requirement. Refer to the Corporation’s response to Directive 3 of the Phase II compliance 24 

filing for a discussion of how the rate design criteria are applied.  25 

5. Conclusion 26 

NTPC has attempted to be responsive to all key issues raised by the intervenors within this Reply 27 

Argument.  Where NTPC disagrees with the intervenors, it has fully articulated its reasons with 28 

reference to the evidence put forth in the Compliance Filings, through the compliance IR process 29 

or with reference to the original Application materials.  30 

With respect to the Phase I Compliance Filing, the Corporation requests that the Board confirm 31 

that the Corporation has complied with Directives 1 through 22, and approve the final revenue 32 

requirements as set out in the Phase I Compliance Filing.  33 

With respect to the Phase II Compliance Filing, NTPC requests that the Board issue an Order 34 

confirming that the Corporation has complied fully with Directives 1 through 6, approving the 35 

17 TGC Argument, para. 39. 
18 YK/HR Argument, para. 2. 
19 $0.696 million reduced fuel expense divided by $41.430 net revenue requirement. 
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final Terms and Conditions of Service and approving the Revised Rate Schedules, all as attached 1 

to the Phase II Compliance Filing.  2 

Finally, the Corporation requests the Board vary the Directive No. 18 by confirming 5 GWh as the 3 

Snare zone diesel generation forecast amount for the Test Years.   4 

5 

ALL OF WHICH is respectfully submitted this 14th day of May, 2018. 6 

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 7 

Counsel for the Northwest Territories 8 

Power Corporation 9 

10 

“Original Signed by Karen Salmon”  11 

Karen A. Salmon 12 


